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The long-lasting loss of sleep is a generally acknowledged risk factor for the occurrence

of major depressive disorder (MDD), whereas sleep abnormalities being a key clinic

symptom of the MDD. In our previous work, we demonstrated that the sleep deprivation

(SD) stimulates activation of nucleotide-binding domain and leucine-rich repeat protein-3

(NLRP3) inflammasomes as well as the release of IL-1β and IL-18 from astrocytes.

However, the underlying mechanism connecting SD and MDD still requires further study.

Apart of the secretion of the pro-inflammatory cytokines, SD affects production of

brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) while release of BDNF from astrocytes appears

a key contributor to mood disorders. If and how the activation of NLRP3 inflammasome

following SD affects the level of BDNF remains unknown. Antidepressant fluoxetine acts

through astroglial 5-hydroxytryptamine receptor 2B (5-HT2B); these receptors are also

related to the sleep-wake cycle. Contribution of leptin to MDD has been discovered

recently, although the mechanistic links between leptin and the depressive-like behaviors

has not been revealed. In this study, we discovered: (i) that activation of NLRP3

inflammasome was involved in the depressive-like behaviors induced by SD; (ii) decrease

in BDNF following SD required the activation of NLRP3 inflammasomes; (iii) leptin

augmented the anti-depressive action of fluoxetine through an increase in expression

of astrocytic 5-HT2B receptors. We suggest that decrease in BDNF by the activated

NLRP3 inflammasomes in astrocytes is the key pathological event of the depressive-like

behaviors induced by SD, while the combined treatment with fluoxetine and leptin

improves therapeutic outcome for the depression induced by SD.
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INTRODUCTION

Sleep occupies almost one third of our life and it is necessary
for human survival. Sleep loss results in various pathological
manifestations, such as cognitive impairments (1), mood
disorders (2), the increased circulating levels of inflammatory
cytokines (3) and the dysfunction of the metabolite clearance
from brain (4). Prolonged sleep deprivation or chronic sleep
abnormalities are risk factors for the major depressive disorders
(MDD) (5), whereas sleep disorders appear as a key symptom
of MDD (6). However, the underlying mechanisms connecting
sleep deprivation and MDD remain unclear.

Sleep deprivation (SD) can aggravate various pathological
processes including neuroinflammation. Previously we have
demonstrated that 6 h daily SD for 3 weeks triggers the activation
of nucleotide-binding domain and leucine-rich repeat protein-
3 (NLRP3) inflammasomes, and increases astroglial secretion of
IL-1β and IL-18 (7). In addition, SD increases serum levels of
brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) (8), which is related
to sleep, cognition and learning (9–11), The BDNF released from
astrocytes is also known to be associated with mood disorders
(10). Both neuroinflamamtory (12) and the neurotrophin (10)
hypothesis of MDD have been considered recently, albeit the
links between inflammasome activation or BDNF secretion to the
depressive symptoms induced by SD are unknown.

There is mounting evidence suggesting astrocytic abnormality
in the major depression (13, 14), we previously reports the
changes in the expression of 5-hydroxytryptamine 2B (5-
HT2B) receptors in astrocytes following chronic mild stress
(CMS) (15). The antidepressant effects of fluoxetine, a serotonin
specific reuptake inhibitor (SSRIs), depend on astroglial 5-HT2B

receptors (16).We found that fluoxetine suppresses the activation
of NLRP3 inflammasomes triggered by SD in astrocytes (7). The
5-HT2B receptors are associated with regulation of sleep-wake
cycle, as selective blockade of 5-HT2B receptors increases the
phase of wakefulness (14), reflecting the role of serotonin (5-
HT) as the neurotransmitter contributing to physiological and
pathological regulation of sleep-wake cycle (17). However, the
role of 5-HT2B receptors in the emergence of depressive-like
behaviors induced by SD unknown. Recently, the therapeutic
potential of leptin in the context of MDD has been discovered
(18), although leptin efficacy in treating depressive-like behaviors
following by SD has not been studied. The serum level of leptin is
increased in the depressed women with normal weight with sleep
disturbances, however the level of leptin is not changed in the
overweight women (19).

In this work, we studied the mechanisms of leptin-induced
facilitation of effects of fluoxetine on the depressive-like
behaviors induced by SD and linked this effect to the increased
expression of 5-HT2B receptors in astrocytes.

METHODS AND MATERIALS

Animals
Male C57BL/6 mice and FVB/N-Tg(GFAPGFP)14Mes/J (GFAP-
GFP; #003257, RRID:IMSR_JAX:003257) mice were purchased
from the Jackson Laboratory (Bar Harbor, ME, USA). As

described previously (7), the mice were around 3 months old
(∼25 g) and were kept in standard housing conditions with food
and water freely available. All operations were carried out in
accordance with theUSANational Institutes of Health’s Guide for
the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals (NIH Publications No.
8023) and its 1978 revision, and all experimental protocols were
approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee
of China Medical University.

Materials
Most chemicals, including fluoxetine (fluoxetine hydrochloride;

F132), SB204741 [N-(1-Methyl-1H-5-indolyl)-N
′

-(3-methyl-5-
isothiazolyl)urea; S0693], U0126 [1,4-Diamino-2,3-dicyano-1,4-
bis(o-aminophenylmercapto)butadiene monoethanolate; U120],
LY294002 [2-(4-Morpholinyl)-8-phenyl-1(4H)-benzopyran-
4-one hydrochloride; L9908], and a primary antibody raised
against β-actin (A5441) were purchased from Sigma (MO,
USA). Other primary antibodies were acquired from Millipore
(MA, USA). Horseradish peroxidase-conjugated secondary
antibodies were purchased from Santa Cruz Biotechnology
(CA, USA). MCC950 (CP-456773; HY-12815) was purchased
from MedChem Express (Shanghai, China). WP1066 [(E)-3(6-
bromopyridin-2-yl)-2-cyano-N-(S0-1phenylethyl)acrylamide]
was from EMD Chemicals (San Diego, CA, USA). Recombinant
murine leptin (obesity protein; 450-31) was obtained from
Preprotech Inc. (Jiangsu, China). BDNF enzyme-linked
immunosorbent assay (ELISA) kit was from R&D Systems (MN,
USA).

Sleep Deprivation (SD) and Drug Treatment
FVB/N-Tg(GFAPGFP)14Mes/J mice were used for SD models.
SD was induced by “gentle handling” according to standard
protocols (20), including the introduction of new objects
into the cage or gentle touching with a brush to keep the
mice awake. As described previously (7), SD was induced
for 6 h, from 7 a.m. to 1 p.m. During the treatment of SD,
the mice were offered food and water ad libitum. Animals
in the sham group were kept undisturbed in a separate
room with the same light/dark cycle. The mice were treated
with sham or SD stimulation for 3 weeks. During the
third week, MCC950 (50 mg/kg for intraperitoneal injection),
SB204741 (0.5 µmM in 2 µL for intracerebroventricular
(ICV) infusion), U0126 (10µM in 2 µL for ICV infusion),
LY294002 (10µM in 2 µL for ICV infusion), or vehicle
(artificial cerebrospinal fluid, ACSF) was injected each day,
then fluoxetine (10 mg/kg/day), leptin (4 mg/kg/day) or PBS
(phosphate buffered saline) used as control group was injected
intraperitoneally.

Dissociation and Fluorescence-Activated
Cell Sorting (FACS)
FVB/N-Tg(GFAPGFP)14Mes/J mice were used for collecting
astrocytes. A purified astrocyte suspension isolated from the
cortex and hippocampus was prepared as described previously
(7). Briefly, tissue from two transgenic mice were pooled for one
sample. Wavelengths of GFP excitation and emission were 488
and 530/30 nm, respectively. The purity of the sorted astrocytes
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has been confirmed in our previous study (21) by checking
mRNA expression of cell markers of astrocytes, neurons and
oligodendrocytes.

Primary Culture of Astrocytes
Astrocytes were cultured according to our previous description
(22, 23). In brief, primary cultures of mouse astrocytes
were prepared from the cerebral hemispheres of newborn
C57BL/6 mice. Cells were grown in Dulbecco’s modified
Eagle’s medium (DMEM) with 7.5mM glucose. For the entire

third week, 0.25mM dibutyryl cyclic AMP (dBcAMP) was
included in the medium. All dishes of primary cultured
astrocytes were randomly separated into different experimental
groups.

RNA Interference
As described previously (24), the cultured astrocytes were
incubated in DMEM without serum for half day before
transfection. A transfection solution containing 2 µl

FIGURE 1 | The depressive-like behaviors and the activation of NLRP3 inflammasomes induced by SD. (A–D) The GFAP-GFP transgenic mice were treated with

sham (Control) or exposed to SD for 3 weeks, in the final week the mice were injected with or without MCC950 (a NLRP3 inhibitor), fluoxetine, 5-HT2B receptors

antagonist (SB204741; SB) or SB plus fluoxetine. The percentage of sucrose preference was measured (the left panels of A and B), the time of immobility were

recorded in force-swimming test (the middle panels of A and B) and tail suspension test (the right panels of A and B), the values are expressed as mean ± SEM, n =

12. *p < 0.05, statistically significant difference compared with any other group (A); **p < 0.05, statistically significant difference compared with control and SD

groups (A); *p < 0.05, statistically significant difference compared with any other group (B); **p < 0.05, statistically significant difference compared with PBS and SD

groups treated with sham (Control) or SD (B); #p < 0.05, statistically significant difference compared with any other group except for each other (B). The astrocytes

sorted from GFAP-GFP mice were collected, representative blots for the expression of NLRP3, ASC, caspase-1, procaspase-1 was shown in C1. Average protein

levels were quantified as the ratio between the protein and β-actin, respectively, n = 6 (D). *p < 0.05, statistically significant difference compared with any other group

(D); #p < 0.05, statistically significant difference compared with any other group except for each other (D).
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oligofectamine (Promega, Madison, WI, USA), 40 µl Opti-
MEMI, and 2.5 µl siRNA (666 ng) was added to the culture
in every well for 8 h. In the siRNA-negative control cultures,
transfection solution without siRNA was added. Thereafter,
DMEM with three times serum was added to the cultures.
The siRNA duplex chains of leptin receptor (LepR), 5-HT2B

receptor (5-HT2BR) and c-fos were purchased from Santa Cruz
Biotechnology (CA, USA).

Behavior Tests
Twenty-four mice were randomly separated into different
groups, and every mouse was scheduled for tests, and the test
sequences were randomly assigned to avoid interference from
different tests.

Tail Suspension Test
The tail suspension test is a behavioral despair-based test. As
described previously (25), every mouse was suspended by its tail
around 2 cm from the tip. Behavior was recorded for 6min. The

duration of immobility was calculated by an observer blinded to
the treatment groups.

Forced Swimming Test
The forced swimming test is also a behavior despair-based test.
Briefly, each mouse was trained to swim 15min on the first day
and was placed into a glass cylinder that contained 30 cm deep
water (25 ± 1◦C) for 6min on the second day. The time of
immobility was calculated during the last 4min period which
followed 2min of habituation (25).

Sucrose Preference Test
The sucrose preference test is a reward-based test and a measure
of anhedonia, as previously described by our group (15, 26). In
brief, after 12 h of food and water deprivation, the mice were
provided with two pre-weighed bottles, including one bottle
that contained 2.5% sucrose solution and a second bottle filled
with water, for 2 h. The percentage preference was calculated
according to the following formula: % preference = [sucrose
intake/(sucrose+ water intake)]× 100%.

FIGURE 2 | The protein level of BDNF decreased by SD. (A–D) The GFAP-GFP transgenic mice were treated with sham (Control) or exposed to SD for 3 weeks, in

the final week the mice were intraperitoneally injected with or without MCC950, fluoxetine, 5-HT2B receptors antagonist SB204741 (SB) or SB plus fluoxetine. The

astrocytes sorted from GFAP-GFP mice were collected, representative blots for the expression of BDNF was shown in (A,C). Average BDNF level was quantified as

the ratio between the BDNF and β-actin, n = 6 (the upper panels of B and D). Meanwhile, the BDNF level was also measured via ELISA, n = 6 (the lower panels of B

and D). *p < 0.05, statistically significant difference compared with any other group (B); **p < 0.05, statistically significant difference compared with control and SD

groups (B); *p < 0.05, statistically significant difference compared with any other group (D); **p < 0.05, statistically significant difference compared with fluoxetine

group treated with sham (Control) and the other three groups treated with SD (D); #p < 0.05, statistically significant difference compared with any other group except

for each other (D).
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Western Blotting
Western blotting was performed as previously described (23,
25). The protein content was determined by using BSA
as the standard. Samples containing 50 µg protein were
added into 10% polyacrylamide slab gels. After protein
transfer to nitrocellulose membranes, the membranes were
blocked by 5% skimmed milk powder in TBS-T for 2 h
and then incubated with the primary antibody for 2 h at
room temperature. After washing of the membrane, the
specific binding was detected by goat-anti-rabbit or goat-anti-
mouse horseradish peroxidase-conjugated secondary antibodies.
Staining was visualized with ECL detection reagents, and images
were acquired with an electrophoresis gel imaging analysis
system. Band density was measured in Windows AlphaEase FC
32-bit software.

Enzyme-Linked Immunosorbent Assay
(ELISA)
According to our previously described (25, 27), BDNF level
in the sorted astrocytes from GFAP-GFP transgenic mice or
in the cultured astrocytes was measured via a total BDNF
immunoassay kit methods. In brief, the measurements were
performed according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Samples

were collected in pyrogen/endotoxin-free tubes. The lower limit
of detection was <10 pg/ml.

Quantitative PCR (qPCR)
Total RNA was reverse transcribed, and PCR amplification was
performed with a Robocycler thermocycler, as our previously
described (28). In brief, the relative quantities of the transcripts
were assessed using 5-fold serial dilutions of RT product (200
ng). The RNA quantities were normalized to glyceraldehyde 3-
phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) before calculation of the
relative expression of 5-HT2BR, c-fos, and LepR. Values were first
calculated as the ratio of the relative expression of 5-HT2BR and
GAPDH, then the values were normalized by control group.

Statistical Analysis
Differences between multiple groups with one or two variables
were evaluated by one-way or two-way analysis of variance
(ANOVA) followed by Fisher’s least significant difference
(LSD) or a Tukey-Kramer post-hoc multiple comparison test
for unequal replications using GraphPad Prism 5 software
(GraphPad Software Inc., La Jolla, CA). Sample size was not
predetermined by formal power calculation, and no samples or
data were excluded from the analysis. All statistical data in the

FIGURE 3 | The regulation of fluoxetine on the level of BDNF in primary culture astrocytes. In the primary cultured astrocytes, after the pretreatment with or without

200 nM SB204741 (SB), 10µM U0126 or 10µM LY294002 (A,C), or after RNA interfering the expression of 5-HT2B receptors or cfos with siRNA duplex (B,D), then

the astrocytes were treated with PBS or fluoxetine for 1 week. Representative blots for the expression of BDNF was shown in (A,B). Average BDNF level was

quantified as the ratio between the BDNF and β-actin, n = 6 (the upper panels of C and D). Meanwhile, the average BDNF level was also measured via ELISA, n = 6

(the lower panels of C and D). *p < 0.05, statistically significant difference compared with any other group except for each other (B); *p < 0.05, statistically significant

difference compared with any other group (D).
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text are expressed as the mean ± SEM; the level of significance
was set at p < 0.05.

RESULTS

SD-Induced Depressive-Like Behaviors
Depends On the Activation of NLRP3
Inflammasome
Three weeks of SD triggered depressive-like behaviors, as shown
in Figures 1A,B. Exposure to SD decreased the percentage of
sucrose preference by 44 ± 3.5% (n = 12) of control group (the
left panel of Figure 1A). Meanwhile, 3-weeks of SD significantly
elevated the immobility time by 126 ± 7.3 and 53 ± 9.5%
(n = 12) of control group, in the forced swimming and tail
suspension tests, respectively (the middle and right panels
of Figure 1A). The depressive-like behaviors induced by SD
required the activation of NLRP3 inflammasomes. Treatment
withMCC950 (an inhibitor of NLRP3 inflammasomes) alleviated
the depressive-like behaviors induced by SD: the percentage of
sucrose preference was significantly increased by about 40± 4.2%
(n = 12) compared with SD group (the left panel of Figure 1A),
and the immobility time was reduced to 64 ± 6.3 or 80 ±

10.7% (n = 12) of SD group in the forced swimming or tail
suspension test, respectively (the middle and right panels of
Figure 1A).

Fluoxetine Alleviation of SD-Induced
Depressive-Like Behaviors and
SD-Activated NLRP3 Inflammasomes Are
Mediated by 5-HT2B Receptor
Antidepressant fluoxetine effectively remedied the depressive-
like behaviors induced by SD, as shown in Figure 1B. This
effect of fluoxetine on depressive-like behaviors required the
involvement of 5-HT2B receptor. Treatment with SB204741 (an
antagonist of 5-HT2B receptor) inhibited effects of fluoxetine
in behavioral tests: the pre-treatment with SB204741 decreased
sucrose preference to the 73 ± 3.3% (n = 12) of the fluoxetine
group (the left panel of Figure 1B), significantly prolonged the
immobility time by 75 ± 6.1% (n = 12) in forced swimming
test (the middle panel of Figure 1B), and by 35 ± 8.3% (n =

12) in tail suspension test compared with fluoxetine treated-SD
group (the right panel of Figure 1B). However, sole treatment
with SB204741 did not affect results of behaviors tests compared
with neither control nor SD groups.

As have been shown previously, fluoxetine inhibits the
activation of NLRP3 inflammasomes in astrocytes, which was
induced by 3 weeks of SD of 3 weeks (7). Here, we further
corroborated that inhibition of fluoxetine effect on NLRP3
inflammasome was mediated by 5-HT2B receptor. In astrocytes
isolated from transgenicmice fluoxetine reduced the protein level
of NLRP3 and caspase-1 to 35 ± 4.3 and 72 ± 2.9% (n = 6) of

FIGURE 4 | The regulation of leptin on the expression of 5-HT2B receptors. The GFAP-GFP transgenic mice were treated with sham (Control) or exposed to SD for 3

weeks, in the final week the mice were injected with or without leptin (A). Representative blots for the expression of p-STAT3 was shown in A1. The astrocytes sorted

from GFAP-GFP mice were collected by FACS. The average phosphorylation level of STAT3 was quantified as the ratio between the p-STAT3 and STAT3, n = 6 (A).

*p < 0.05, statistically significant difference compared with any other group (A); **p < 0.05, statistically significant difference compared with leptin group treated with

sham (Control) and PBS group treated with SD (A). After RNA interfering the expression of leptin receptors with siRNA duplex or 3µM WP1066, an inhibitor of STAT3

(B), then the primary cultured astrocytes were treated with PBS or leptin for 1 week. Representative blots for the expression of 5-HT2B receptors was shown in B1.

The average expression of 5-HT2B receptors was quantified as the ratio between the 5-HT2B receptors and β-actin, n = 6 (the upper panel of B). The mRNA

expression of 5-HT2B receptors was shown in (C), the relative expression ratios of 5-HT2BR/GAPDH were normalized by the control group. Data represent mean ±

SEM, n = 6. *p < 0.05, statistically significant difference compared with any other group (A,B).
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SD group, respectively (Figure 1D). However, the pretreatment
with SB204741 eliminated effects of fluoxetine on the expression
of NLRP3 and caspase-1 in SD models (Figure 1D). Meanwhile,
SD with or without fluoxetine had no effects on the protein level
of ASC or procaspase-1 (Figure 1D).

SD Decreases Astrocytic Level of BDNF via
Activating NLRP3 Inflammasomes
The level of BDNF was significantly decreased in the astrocytes
isolated from SD-treated transgenic mice, as shown in
Figures 2A,B. Exposure to SD suppressed the protein expression
of BDNF to 43 ± 3.3% (n = 6) of control group measured by
western blotting (the upper panel of Figure 2B), the level of
BDNF measured by ELISA was decreased by 39 ± 4.3% (n = 6),
as compared with control group (the lower panel of Figure 2B).
Furthermore, MCC950 (the inhibitor of NLRP3 inflammasomes)

partly reversed this suppressive effect of SD on the level of BDNF
(Figures 2A,B). In the isolated astrocytes, the protein expression
of BDNF was elevated by 90 ± 2.7% (n = 6; the upper panel of
Figure 2B), whereas the release of BDNF was increased by 30 ±
3.9% (n= 6; the lower panel of Figure 2B), as compared with SD
group.

The Level of BDNF Elevated by Fluoxetine
Requires 5-HT2B Receptor
As shown in Figure 2C, fluoxetine increased the expression of
BDNF by 92 ± 4.2 or 36 ± 5.7% (n = 6), with or without
SD treatment, respectively. Pretreatment with SB204741 (an
antagonist of 5-HT2B receptors), completely abolished the effect
of fluoxetine on BDNF. Similarly, as compared with PBS group
exposed to SD in animals, fluoxetine increased the level of BDNF
by 50 ± 7.5% (n = 6), but after the pretreatment with SB204741,

FIGURE 5 | The regulation of leptin on the effects of fluoxetine in astrocytes. After RNA interfering the expression of leptin receptors or cfos with siRNA duplex, the

primary cultured astrocytes were pre-treated with PBS (Control) or leptin, then the cells were treated with PBS or fluoxetine for 30min to measure the phosphorylation

of ERK1/2 or for 1 week to check the expression of the other proteins (A–C). Representative blots for the level of p-ERK1/2, cfos and BDNF were shown in (A). The

average phosphorylation of ERK1 and ERK2 was quantified as the ratio between the p-ERK1 and ERK1 or p-ERK2 and ERK2, n = 6 (the left and middle panels of B),

the average expression of cfos and BDNF were normalized by β-actin, n = 6 (the right panel of B and the left panel of C). The average BDNF level measured via ELISA

was shown in (B), n = 6. *p < 0.05, statistically significant difference compared with any other group except for each other (B,C); **p < 0.05, statistically significant

difference compared with any other group (B,C).
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the elevated BDNF by fluoxetine was decreased by 10 ± 7.2% (n
= 6; Figure 2D).

The Signaling Cascade Contributing to
Fluoxetine-Depended Decrease of
Astrocytic BDNF
Administration of fluoxetine to the primary cultured astrocytes
increased the expression of BDNF by 180 ± 5.1% (n =

6; Figure 3A). Similarly to in vivo experiments, SB204741
completely abolished the fluoxetine induced increase in
BDNF expression (by 60 ± 4.2% (n = 6) of fluoxetine
group). Pretreatment with U0126 (a selective inhibitor of
MEK) completely abolished the fluoxetine-induced increase
in expression of BDNF by 66 ± 4.7% of fluoxetine group
(n = 6; Figure 3A). However, after the pretreatment with
LY294002 [a selective inhibitor of phosphatidylinositol-3-kinase
(PI3K)], fluoxetine still significantly increased the expression
of BDNF by 176 ± 5.9% (n = 6) of control (PBS) group
(Figure 3A). As shown in the lower panel of Figure 3C, the
level of BDNF measured by ELISA had a similar tendency
as the expression of BDNF measured by western blotting.
SB204741 and U0126 dramatically abolished the fluoxetine
induced increase in the level of BDNF by 65± 5.2 and 57± 4.7%
(n = 6) of fluoxetine group, respectively. After pretreatment
with LY294002, fluoxetine still increased the level of BDNF
by 171 ± 6.2% (n = 6) of PBS group (the lower panel of
Figure 3C).

Meanwhile, after treatment with interfering RNA of 5-HT2B

receptor, the protein level of BDNF increased by fluoxetine was
suppressed to 111 ± 4.5 or 117 ± 6.9% (n = 6) of PBS group, as
shown in Figures 3B,D. We also found that transcription factor
c-fos was required for the fluoxetine induction of the expression
of BDNF. Pretreatment with the siRNA duplex chains of c-fos
eliminated differences between PBS group and fluoxetine group
(Figures 3B,D). The relative expression of 5-HT2BR and c-fos
were shown in Supplementary Figures 1A,B.

Leptin Increases the Expression of 5-HT2B

Receptor on Astrocytes
The administration of leptin significantly induced the
phosphorylation of STAT3 by about two times in the isolated
astrocytes from GFAP-GFP mice (Figure 4A). However, in the
SD-treated group, the ratio of p-STAT3/STAT3 was decreased
to 46 ± 3.2% (n = 6) of control group (Figure 4A). Leptin
re-elevated the phosphorylation of STAT3 decreased by SD to
177 ± 3.5% (n = 6) of SD-treated PBS group, but it was still
only 80 ± 3.3% (n = 6) of PBS group without SD treatment
(Figure 4A).

In the primary cultured astrocytes, treatment with leptin
significantly increased the protein and mRNA expression of
5-HT2B receptors by 100 ± 5.5 and 52 ± 4.7% (n = 6),
respectively (Figure 4B). Treatment with RNA interfering with
the expression of leptin receptors with siRNA duplex chains,
completely the abolished effect of leptin on the expression of
5-HT2B receptors. Pretreatment with WP1066 (an inhibitor
of JAK2/STAT3) similarly decreases the protein and mRNA

FIGURE 6 | The GFAP-GFP transgenic mice were treated with sham (Control)

or exposed to SD for 3 weeks, in the final week the mice were intraperitoneally

injected with PBS, leptin, fluoxetine or leptin plus fluoxetine. The percentage of

sucrose preference was measured (A), the time of immobility were recorded in

force-swimming test (B) and tail suspension test (C), the values are expressed

as mean ± SEM, n = 12. *p < 0.05, statistically significant difference

compared with any other group except for each other (A–C); **p < 0.05,

statistically significant difference compared with any other group (A–C); #p <

0.05, statistically significant difference compared with SD, SD plus leptin and

SD plus fluoxetine groups (A–C).

expression of 5-HT2B receptors to the level of PBS group
(Figure 4B). The relative expression of LepR was shown in
Supplementary Figure 1C.
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FIGURE 7 | The facilitation of leptin on the improvement of fluoxetine for the depressive-like behaviors induced by SD. The activation of NLRP3 inflammasomes or the

elimination of BDNF plays an important role in the depressive-like behaviors induced by SD. In our previous research, we reported that antidepressant fluoxetine could

decrease the activation of NLRP3 inflammasomes triggered by SD. In this study, we discover that the activation of NLRP3 inflammasomes is involved in the elimination

of BDNF in SD-treated mice. Meanwhile, fluoxetine increases the expression of BDNF via 5-HT2B receptors. In primary cultured astrocytes, the expression of BDNF

elevated by fluoxetine also requires the phosphorylation of ERK1/2 and the up-regulation of c-fos. Moreover, the pretreatment with leptin significantly increase the

expression of 5-HT2B receptors via LepR/JAK2/STAT3 pathway in astrocytes, so the improvement of fluoxetine for the level of BDNF and the depressive-like

behaviors are obviously enhanced.

Leptin Enhances the Function of Fluoxetine
via the Increased 5-HT2B Receptor
After pretreatment of the primary cultured astrocytes with leptin,
fluoxetine significantly increased the phosphorylation of ERK1/2

by 120 ± 7.2 and 106 ± 7.7% (n = 6), and enhanced the protein
expression of c-fos or BDNF by 57 ± 6.5 or 57 ± 7.5% (n = 6),
as compared with fluoxetine group (Figures 5A–C). The effect
of leptin was mediated through leptin receptors, because after
RNA interfering the expression of leptin receptors, leptin lost
its ability to augment effects of fluoxetine on expression of p-
ERK1/2, c-fos and BDNF (Figures 5A–C). At the same time after
suppressing the expression of 5-HT2B receptors, the effects of
fluoxetine and leptin on the level of p-ERK1/2, c-fos, and BDNF
were all abolished (Figures 5A–C).

Leptin Augments Effects of Fluoxetine on
the Depressive-Like Behaviors Induced by
SD
In experiments in vivo, leptin augments effects of fluoxetine
on the depressive-like behaviors. In sucrose preference test, SD
decreased the sucrose uptake ratio by 49 ± 2.9% (n = 12), the
administration of leptin alone had no effect. However, while
fluoxetine increased this ratio by 59 ± 3.1% (n = 12) of SD
group, treatment with leptin and fluoxetine combined increased
the sucrose preference by 92 ± 5.7% (n = 12) of SD group, and
by 21 ± 3.3% (n = 12) of SD plus fluoxetine group (Figure 6A).

Similarly, in forced swimming test, leptin did not change the
immobility time increased by SD, whereas treatment with leptin
and fluoxetine decreased the immobility time to 54 ± 3.7% (n =

12) of SD group, and to 73± 3.1% (n= 12) of SD plus fluoxetine
group (Figure 6B). Similar effect of leptin in tail suspension test is
shown in Figure 6C, the immobility time of leptin plus fluoxetine
in SD-treated group was decreased by 31 ± 2.9% (n = 12) in SD
group, and by 12± 2.2% (n= 12) in SD plus fluoxetine group.

DISCUSSION

In this study, we discovered that activation of NLRP3
inflammasomes contributes to the development of the
depressive-like behaviors induced by SD; the NLRP3
inflammasome also was associated to the decreased level
of BDNF. The antidepressant fluoxetine triggers (through
activation of 5-HT2B receptors) the phosphorylation of ERK1/2

and increases the downstream expression of c-fos, which in turn
increases the expression of BDNF in astrocytes. At the same
time, leptin increases the expression of 5-HT2B receptors via
LepR/JAK2/STAT3 pathway in astrocytes, and fluoxetine could
be more effective to elevate the level of BDNF and improve the
depressive-like behaviors via the increased 5-HT2B receptors
induced by leptin (Figure 7).

The pathological mechanism of MDD is related to the
activation of NLRP3 inflammasomes and the suppression
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of BDNF secretion (10, 12). For the first time, we show
that SD decreases the level of BDNF and triggers the
depressive-like behaviors via activating NLRP3 inflammations
in astrocytes. Previously, we have discovered that SD activates
NLRP3 inflammasomes and augments production of IL1β/18 in
astrocytes, while fluoxetine obliterates neuroinflammation and
neuronal apoptosis induced by SD (7). Sleep disturbance is
often associated with stress-related mental disorders (29), but
the potential mechanism linking these two diseases remains
unknown. In the long term, sleep disturbance and MDD are
both related to the decreased BDNF, whereas a part of SD-
treatment induce a fast increase in BDNF serum level within
hours, which has antidepressive effects (29), In this study, we
demonstrate, that activated NLRP3 inflammasomes contribute
to the SD-induced decrease in astrocytic BDNF levels. Although
we did not measure the effect of astrocytic NLRP3 on integral
or neuronal BDNF, the suppression of NLRP3 significantly
decreased CUMS-induced inflammatory cytokines (caspase-1
and IL-1β) and apoptosis in hippocampus (30). And CUMS-
induced the down-regulated BDNF and the activation of NLRP3
inflammasome in hippocampus or cortex could be both reversed
in neuroligin3 (NLGN3) knockout mice (31).

Leptin is a 16 kDa hormone associated with regulation
of energy balance and appetite (32); with growing evidence
indicating its role in the MDD; it remains however a degree
of controversy. Low CSF levels of leptin were detected in
female suicide attempters with MDD (33), however, the serum
leptin levels were not significantly changed in women with
postpartum depression (34). The administration of leptin can
produce a dose-dependent alleviation of depressive behaviors
triggered by chronic stress and measured by forced swimming
test or tail suspension test (35). But, the serum level of leptin in
SD participants is 9.43 ± 8.87 ng/ml, which has no significant
difference from the serum level of leptin in non-sleep-deprived
persons (36). According to our results, the sole treatment
with leptin does not improve the depressive like behaviors
induced by SD in forced swimming or tail suspension test. In
leptin receptors (LepR) knock-out mice, the anti-depressive-like
behavioral effects of fluoxetine were unaffected (37). Our present
study demonstrates that leptin enhances the antidepressive effects
of fluoxetine through an increase of the expression of 5-HT2B

receptors in astrocytes.
Targeting astroglial 5-HT2B receptors is an important part

of therapy of depression (14). The therapeutic potential of
fluoxetine and other serotonin-specific re-uptake inhibitors
(SSRIs) is mediated, in part, through direct stimulation of
astroglial 5-HT2B receptors (16). In this work, we only checked
the effects of fluoxetine on the increased expression of 5-HT2B

receptors induced by leptin, but the other SSRIs may play more
antidepressive roles via the increased 5-HT2B receptors. We
demonstrated previously that acute treatment with fluoxetine
induces the transactivation of epidermal growth factor (EGF)
receptors (EGFR) and the phosphorylation of ERK1/2 by
stimulating 5-HT2B receptors in astrocytes (22). Furthermore,
chronic treatment of astrocytes with fluoxetine increases the
expression of c-fos through the 5-HT2B receptors-EGFR-ERK1/2

pathway; this subsequently regulates expression of proteins,
such as for example cPLA2a and caveolin-1 (38, 39). Here we

show that the decrease of astrocytic BDNF following SD is
reversed by fluoxetine acting through c-fos induced by 5-HT2B

receptors-mediated ERK1/2 phosphorylation. At the same time
leptin enhances the anti-depressive effects of fluoxetine through
increasing the expression of 5-HT2B in astrocytes under SD-
condition.

In the clinic, sleep disorders and MDD are common

pathologies; patients with sleep disturbances have a higher risk of
the occurrence of MDD. To summarize our study, we found that

chronic SD triggers the depressive-like behaviors by stimulating
the activation of NLRP3 inflammasomes and by decreasing

the expression of BDNF in astrocytes. We further found that
fluoxetine alleviates the depressive-like behaviors and rescues
decreased BDNF release induced by SD by stimulating 5-HT2B

receptors. Leptin enhances fluoxetine effects by increasing the
expression of astroglial 5-HT2B receptors. Thus, the decrease
in astrocytic BDNF release induced by the activated NLRP3
inflammasomes is the key pathological mechanism of the
depressive-like behaviors induced by SD, while the co-treatment
with fluoxetine and leptin can provide an effective therapy for the
depressive-like behaviors induced by SD by regulating expression
of astroglial 5-HT2B receptors.
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